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By Ka~n Moses
can be found ... such as at the
Listed on· today's baliot ·is a $25 convention center.''
million education bond act which,·
·if passed, would provide UNM with
irhe present dental hygiene
. a share. of $17 million for building program is· housed in temporary
construction and $8 million for new World War II barracks. "When it
equipment.
rains, the X-ray room · floods,' •
Rhode said.
·
.
The State Educational Institution
Improvement Bond Act would ·There's insufficient heat in the
. provide $25 million to be dispersed· winter and it's hot in the summer.
between the New. Mexico-supported "Last week, we had to have class
school$ of higher learning and sitting on the floor of a trailer
would increase taxes 28 cents per because our classroom was too
· $1000 taxed. The proposal calls for cold," she said.
the issuance of $5 million a year for
the · next five years beginning in
1977.

The precise formula for each·
school's share will be determined by
the State Board of Educational
Finance on the basis of the schools'
enro.Ument and needs.
\JNM has listed as top priority the
construction of a $1.65 million
dental hygiene building to be built
on the North Campus.

·'And only one restroom is
provided for the 70 females
enrolled in the University's. dental

!The University has named as
second in priority the construction
of a $4.5 million engineering
building. However, the chances of
money from the bond financing this
building. are slim because of the
~xpense'of the building and"the top
priority given the. dental hygiene
building, said William Gross, dean
of the College of Engineering.
_"But the passing of the bondjs
important so that the dental
hygiene building will be taken care
of. We then have a better chance of
receiving funds directly from the
~NtyJ has given top priority to a new dental hygiene
legislature's surplus funds," Gross ~ui/dmg to replac'! the World War II barracks now housing
d.
ilre
.. program's facilities.
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\Besides being a classroom building
for t.he dental hygienists, it would
offer a facility where future dentists
and dental hygienists can take their
state board exams, said Wanda
Rhode, a senior class representative
of the University's dental hygiene
program.

hygiene program," she added.

.

Proposed Child-Care Rules Add Responsibility

centers than do the existing
regulations
which have been in
continuing education in the area of
effect
for
12
years.
dentistry and dental hygtene.
State Chapters of the League of
''Continuing education is imWomen Voters and the Women's
portant to keep accreditation/'
Political Caucus are gathering
Rhode said, "and atthe moment, it
endorsements for the regulations.
is being provided wherever facilities
The regulations are opposed by
some private child-care providers,
who say that their operating costs
would be increased under the new
By Steve Nolan
. ~ge of the Prep students. is about Her students have to do homework. guidelines.
"In the past, New Mexico
·About 190· pCople""'Were dehit"d .. 2f.
for each of her class meetings,
licensed
day-care centers on the
admission
to 'UNM's unThe students range in age from which are held five nights a week.
basis
of
health and safety
dergraduaie program this fall ·17 to 40. There are 48 students The classes. are kept small (about IS
requirements.
The state is now
._ semester according to records at the enrolled in the English courses and to 20 people) so that there is more
proposing
to
also
include welfare,"
one-on-one interaction between the
· Office of Admissions. The main 89 in the math sections.
said
Janice
Paster
of the Women's
reason people are ref~sed adA feature of the program is that students and the instructor, she
Political Caucus.
mission to UNM is ·a poor high it is competency based, Manfredi said. Each class also has a tutor
''What the new regulations
Upon sailsfactory completion of
school background in English and said. A student can progress at his
require
essentially," said Paster,
own pace, and it is possible to the' classes (no grades are given
mathematics.
"is
that
you take care of children,
JThrough the College Preparatory complete the Prep program in one unless requested), the student is
not
just
provide
them with a_ safe,
· eligible for admission to UNM. No
(Prep) Program these people can semester.
well-lighted
place.
Right now, you
make up English and math.
The students must work hard to University credit is given for the
don't
have
to
demonstrate
that you
·
deficiencies so that they will be complete this program she said. Prep program.
know
anything
about
children
to
eligible for admission on a regular
are
places
where
get
a
license.
There
basis at \JNM, said Eloy Romero of
they honestly believe that all a child
UNM's Division of Continuing .
needs is to be kept dry and to be fed
Education and Community Serin
the middle of the day.''
vices. Continuing: Education
Work on the new regulations was
sponsors this program.
begun last winter by Mary Ann
§People who have been out of
Holland, an HSSD child day-care
school for
while and want a
license
inspector. Copies of the first
refresher course in math or English
draft
were
mailed to day-care
also enroll in the program, Rome.ro
center~ and public interest groups in
-..
said.
the state, ~nd a series of public
§The program is composed of five
hearings was held which provided ·
courses-three in English and two
suggestions that went into the
in math.
preparation of the current 36-page
·The mathematics courses are
document.
designed to teach· the student
Paster, who sent questionnaires
college arithmetic and basic
about the regulations to day-care
algebra.· The English courses,
centers in the state, said that the
besides covering basic grammar,
most controversial aspect of the
reading and writiqg skills, are also
new regulations seems to be the
• structured to prepare the students
required ratio of one staff member
for the University with study and
for every four children between six
test•taking skills, said Ursula
weeks
and one year old. Currently,
Manfredi, an English instructor in
staff
member is required for
one
the Prep program. . .
10
children
in this age group.
every
"Many of the students are aware
Paster said about 50 per cent of
· that high schopl tailed them,"
those
responding
to
the
Malifredi said. Because of this the
questionnaires
opposed
the
new
students in her class are highly
ratio.
motivated, she said, Those who are
Higher staff-to-child ratios
not motivated tend to drop out of
would
also be established for
the classes quickly. She thinks the
children
in other age groups. '
students . who 4rop. out were
Dorothy
Gutierez, director of
probably torced by their parents to
two
day-care
centers
in
take the Prep classes.
.
Albuquerque,
said
the
new
ratios
A problem the instructors in the
would force her to raise prices in
program must be aware of Manthe
centers to pay for lin increase in
fredi said, is "a delicate balance in
staff.
teaching the skills without putting
She said the two child-care
the students down." Some students
centers
she directs employ a total of
This innovative UNM student wins the LOBO award
feel insecure, because they think
43
people
andare each licensed for
for originality. He went to a Halloween costume party
they are behind other people their
86
children
each day.
age in terms of educationai
dressed as a pond.
"We
give
parents all we can for
background, she said. The average

lit would also be a center for

. By Tim Higgins
Proposed
new
child-care
reg~lations which are ·supported by
the state's two largest women's
organizations and opposed by some
private child-care providers will be
presented Nov. 9 to the Advisory

Board of New Mexico's Health and
Social Services Department
(HSSD).
The regulations would outline in
more detail the responsibilities of
child day-care centers and establish
higher staff-to-child ratios for these

Program H.elps Those Rejected
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their money," Gutierez said.
"Most working-class parents can't
afford to pay much more for day
care.
"I also don't think some of the
regulations should exclude centers
with less than 21 or Jess than 36
children," she said, referring to
several
of
the
building
requirements. "I think they should
be enforced all the way around.
"Generally, except for the ratios,
I think most of the new regulations
are great.''
A severability clause in the
regulations makes it possible for
parts of them to be rejected without
affecting the validity of the
remaining provisions.
Two other sections of the
regulations that Paster said would
be important improvements are the
discipline section and the complaints-procedure section.
The discipline section would ban
physical punishment of children, as
well as punishment by such means
as isolation and the withholding of
meals.
The complaint-procedure section
would require the HSSD to issue a
written reply to a complaint within
10 days, and to report on an investigation of the complaint within
20 days. Paster said this might
encourage people to report
violations.
Paster said.. HSome people who
are abusing children will probably
continue to do so until they are
caught, even if there's a much
clearer regulation against it. In the
long run,· the document will be
educational-people will start
setting a higher standard. People
will find out what's required, and
insist on it."
Among those who have endorsed
the regulations are the Albuquerque
Community Council, AFL-CIO,
New Mexico Pediatrics Society,
ASUNM and the UNM Graduate
Student Association.
Endorsements are important,
Paster said, because "We have to
demonstrate to the board that more
than just private providers are
concerned about children in daycare centers.''
The HSSD Advisory Board,
which has the authority to act on
the regulations, is a citizens' board
appointed by the governor.
Paster said people concerned
about the regulations should write
to the chairman of the Advisory
Board,
Charles
Elias,
of
Albuquerque.

Third World Report
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SWITZERLAND
The
opening sessions of the Rhodesian
;o
Conference in Geneva heard
~ statements from all sides. Prime
.?;> Minister Ian Smith bluntly rejected,
~ all Black allegations of atrocities by
Whites against Blacks as "un8 substantiated verbiage.'' He em~ phasized that
had come to
"" Geneva only to implement the plan
at worked out by Secretary of State
~ Henry Kissinger on his African
--r shuttle last month.
"'
Bishop Abel Muzorewa, leader
~ of the one wing of the African
l.,
National Council, made th.e
toughest statement: "Either the
people take power now, or the
people's struggle continues." And
he said, "We stand solidly united in
our resolve that in the event of this
o"

ne

-----·· ...

armed struggle will continue with
rele~tless intens!t~ until .~very inch
of Ztmbabwe s01l1s free.
Robert Mugabe, the head of one
faction of the Zimbabwe African
National Union and considered the
most militant of the four Black
leaders &t the conference, said, if
the conference failed to "produce a
settlement of the nature we desire,
we shall have no option but to
continue (o resort to war in order to
achieve our freedom and independence."
Jushua Nkomo, leader of the
rival faction of the council to
Muzorewa, joined the <;~ther two
Black leaders in demanding that
Britain assume responsibility for
the changeover to majority rule, for
the release of all political__£rison~rs

~~·.,··~-··'·----
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Career Opportunity
December Grads & Graduate Students
Are you looking for a career in sales witli management
possibilities? Want to be paid what you are worth and
not what someone says you are worth?
.

,-

Contact Bob Leigh
Fidelity Union Life 293-7367
6400 Uptown Blvd. N,E
Suite 376-W

The perfect gift
for the one you love .
A perfect Keepsake diamond says it all, reflecting
your love in its brilliance and beauty. And you can
choose with cpnfidence because the Keepsake guarantee assures perfect clarity, fine white color and
· precise mQdern cut."There is no finer diamond ring.

'

African population,"
The f?~rth Black delegate chief,
Ndabamgt Sttho!e, was reported to
have delivered a "statesmanlike"
address.
British chairman, Ivor Richard,
said they had made an "encouraging start.''

By United Press International'

Even Polls Disagree on Victor
President Ford and Jimmy Carter, both predicting victory, campaigned Monday in the final hours before the election, appealing both
in person and on nationwide television for the crucial votes that could
swing the outcome.
The latest polls indicated a photo finish and possibly one of the
closest races for the presidency in modern times.
The Gallup Poll gave Ford a.one-point lead, the latest Harris Poll
had Carter ahead by one and an NBC survey had them dead-even.

.

LEBANONThe
latest
ceasefire agreement for Lebanon,
which was agreed to by the Arab
summit in Cairo, is still tentatively
in effect, but its future depends on
the 30,000-man Arab peace-keeping
force taking position before
fighting flares up again.
The Syrians have permitted the
Palestinians to use the Syriancontrolled Bekka Valle~· and the
western slopes of Mt. Hermon near
the Syrian border. This allows the
Palestinians to supply th~ir troops
in squthern Lebanon. It appears
that the Syrians did ·this because
they saw the Israeli support for the
Christian-rightest forces in this area
as a threat to their western flank
and as potentially weakening their
bargaining position in future
Middle East peace talks.
KENYA - Friday's meeting of
United Nations Educational
Scientific
and
Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) brought
fiery statements from all sides. The
Arab delegates attacked the United
States, Israel and the Western press
for. refusing to pay its contributions, creating the "law of the
jungle" in the Middle East, and
hindering developmnet of the Third
World
countries
by their
domination.
·
U.S. sources said "indignation is
in order" by ihe West over the
controversial resolutions. One draft
resolution in effect calls for
government control of news media,
a U.S. source said. It appears that
controversial issues such as press
freedom and the status of Israel
may dominate the UNESCO
meeting instead of its original
purpose of discussing a "new
economic order" for developing
countries.

Rhodesians Cross Border
DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania-Mozambique said Monday night
that tank~led Rhodesian troops with bomber support have invaded
two sections of its territory in the White regime's most extensive
cross-border raids against guerrilla sanctuaries.
"Fierce fighting is still going on,"' the Mozambique information
agency said i_n a com'l}Wlique.

Parties Split Governorships
WASHINGTON-Although Republicans expect to win a key
statehouse in I)linois, the two parties may split just about evenly
Tuesday in a contest for 14 governorships.
The anticipated standoff would allow the Democrats to maintain
their already sizable edge in the nation's statehouses. Democratic
governors now outnumber Republicans 36 top.

5000 Apply for Rumored Job
DETROIT-More than 5,000 persons tried to jam their way into
the personnel offices at the Cadillac Auto Plant Monday looking for
jobs that were not advertised and are not available.
The out-of-work Detroiters heard through the grapevine that job
applications were being taken. The only notice was on bulletin boards
in the auto plant.
They began lining up before 4 a.m. at the plant on the southwest
side of the city.

Sailor's SOS Answered
SAN JUAN,. Puerto Rico-A West German freighter changed
course Monday and steamed for the edge of the Bermuda Triangle to
rescue an American around-the-world sailor adrift in his disabled
sloop.
The Coast Guard said the freighter Hagen, en route to St. Croix in
the U.S. Virgin Islands, answered calls for assistance for Robert
Gainer, 23, of Hillsdale, N.J.

Where, When To Vote
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Polls will be open Tuesday from of Women Voters (242-5564). The
8 a.m. to 7 p.m. The University league will also have a booth and
area north of Central, east of phone line at Rhodes Department
University, south of Lomas and store in Coronado Center open
west of Girard is contained in - from 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. (296Precinct 216 and r~sidents of this 5564).
area will vote at the Civic p.2
Auditorium, 600 Elm NE.

or

_.
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By Lynda Sparber
An informal campus survey by ,
the LOBO showed 73 out of 80
students plan to vote in today's
election. In the presidential race, 31
supported Carter and 27 favored
Ford. Nine were still undecided.
In the senatorial race, Montoya
received 21 vote's, Schmitt 36 and
Dillon three. Ten students were
undecided.
Most, of the students questione.d
said they were voting more against
candidates than for, and few were
really enthusiastic about their
choices.
Ten students said they planned to

write in their choices, Of these,
three wanted to include McCarthy,
two wanted the Libertarian and the
Communist presidential candidates, two had alternate choices
for the senate race, and one intended to vote "no confidence."
There will be spaces for write-in
votes in each of the races on to day's
ballot. They will be behind sliding
covers bearing the numeral
corresponding with that of the
office. Once the write-in slide is
lifted, however, the voter cannot
change his or her 'mind and use a
candidate's pointer in that office.
Besides the 19 races on the ballot,

By Elizabeth Budd
. Dr. Kirtley F. Mather, last surviving expert witness
from the famous "Monkey Trials," will speak at
Keller Hall Wednesday, Nov. 3 at 7:30p.m.
In 1925, John T. Scopes, a high school teacher in·
Dayton, Tenn. defied the Tennessee State Legislature
by teaching the theory of evolution. Scopes was in-.
dieted and ·his trial resulted in one of the biggest
debates between Bible fundamentalism and the rights
of science. Hollywood produced the movie version of
the trials in Inherit the Wind with Spencer-Tracy.
Mather, 88, was a Ph.D. in geology at Harvard
University during the trials. He was selected to be one
of the witnesses for the defense because of his belief in
Christianity as well as his expertise in the science
fields.
Sponsored by the _Geological Honor Society, Sigma
Gamma Epsilon, Mather will speak on the trial and its
aftermath, a society member said.
Mather received his Ph.D. in geology from the
University of Chicago in 1915. Over the last 60 years,
he has written professional publications and several
books including: The Earth Beneath Us, Old Mother

Earth, A Source Book in Geology and Science in Search of God. He has lectured at more than 200 different
colleges and universities in the U.S.
Tony Skeryanac, Sigma Gamma Epislon secretary
and treasurer, said Mather has served as president of
the Ohio Academy of Science, the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the
National Council of YMCA's, the Boston Center for
Adult Education and the Oliver Wendell Holmes' Institute on Religion in an Age of Science.
He has served as chairman and member of the
Executive Committee of the Civil Liberties Union of
Massachusetts at various times since 1930. Mather hs
been Professor Emeritus at Harvard University since
1954 and is now residing in Albuquerque.
In his talk, Mather will cover the role of the two
famous lawyers involved; William Jennings Bryan,
Bible fundamentalist on the prosecution and Clarence
Darrow, supporter of academic freedom and constitutionalliberties, on the defense.
"Mather has a beautiful philosophy on the integration of religion and science," Skeryanac said.

Students To Be,Polled
On Committees in Deficit
At the request of ASUNM Sen. Tom Williams, the Office of Research
and Consumer Affairs (ORCA) will be conducting a poll to determine
student attitudes on the Film and Speakers Committees.
Williams said he has requested the poll because "Senate is supposed to
represent the feeling of the student and I want to know what the students
feel about these two committees."

The opmions expre$Std on die ed1tonal par:~
of The Dall)IL_obo arc those of the author solely.

Unsigned opii1ion is that of the editorial board o(
The Dolly Lobo. Nothing prinlc:d in The_ Daily
Lobo neCessarily represents lhe views of tlle
Universlt)'-or New Mexico.

z
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commissioner of public lands and legislature would have to vote its ~
secretary of state to be able to serve approval to use the money in the
two consecutive terms.
fund.
c;·
-Amendment No. 3 authorizes
0
-Amendment
No.
7
would
set
the legislature to exempt from
paying property tax any. tax-exempt . the maximum membership of the ~
state legislature at its present level: -<"
organization.
42 senators and 70 representatives. r
-State Educational Institution
-Amendment No. 4 would put
the State Board of Education Improvement Bond act would set 0
directly under the control of the aside $25 million for building and "&
governor. The Board is presently materials in NM colleges and ;ii
elected by the people.
universities.
-County Medical Center Tax g
-Amendment No. 5 would
Levy
would levy a four-mil a year ;::,
allow counties with more than
property
tax on each dollar for •
I 00,000 people and an assessed
BCMC.
:.0
property evaluation of more than
~
$75 million to have five county
-County Mental Health/Mental
commissioners instead of three.
Retardation Center Tax Levy
-Amendment No. 6 proposes to would levy a tax on one-half mil
set aside in a trust fund certain each year on each dollar of assessed
revenues obtained from the property value in Bernalillo County
severance of natural resources. The to supporHhe mental health center.

f
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Levis for big guys.

They're called Levi's for
Men. But they're for
anyone with muscles.
Or a bigger frame. Great
styles, in great fabrics.
But now more comfortable. Sizes 34 to 42.

Tuesday's Special
Vegetables Tempura
W/Sweet & Sour Sauce
And French Fries
Country Omelet W/Toast
Chopped Ham & Fries
Tomatoes & Peppers)

CORONADO CENTER

In view of the recent deficits of the Speakers and Film Committees,
Williams said, "Senate has to take some action to correct the deficit. We
want to know why students don't attend the programs.''
The poll will be taken Thursday, Nov. 4, and will include the opinions
of from 250 to 350 students. The questions will ask students how many
film and speakers events they have attended, their reasons for not attending and whether or not the committees should emphasize the academic
rather than entertainment-oriented films and speakers.
A question asking students if they like the idea of a concession stand at
film presentations will also be asked. Other questions will ascertain
whether students are aware of the program ofthe Speakers Committee and
whether the Speakers and Film Committees should be increased, decreased
or kept at their present level.

THE
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The ASA Gallery is looking (or people to help
fadlttatc its operations and nnat construction, Contact Cl"tire 898·S6Sl,

.

there will be seven constitutional
amendments, one bond issue and
two tax levies for voters to approve
or reject:
'
-Amendment No. 1 proposes to
remove the limitations which
presently restrict certain county
officials to two consecutive terms
with a "waiting year" before they
can run again. It would enable such
county officials as sheriffs, clerks,
commissioners, and assessors to
hold an unlimited number of twoyear terms.
-Amendment No. 2 would
allow the state governor, lieutenant
governor, treasurer, auditor,

Monkey Trial Witness To Speak

SOLAS presenrs a Latin American Film Festival to
begin Tues. 1 Nov. 2 with the Mexican Brts Ride at
7:30 and 9:30p.m. at 3100 Mesa Vistn Hiill.

postage .piid at Albuquerque. N"ew ··MeXICO
87131. SubScription rate Is $10.00 for the

acadenticyear.

p

Information on specific voter
precincts and polling places may be
obtained by calling the county
clerk's office on'the'voter assistance
number (766-4085); or the League

Poll Sho\Ns Majority of Students Will Vote

Dr, Robin Fox from Rutgers Univcrsi[y will speak
Nov, 2 at a p.m. in Rm. 100, Biology Bldg.• on
"The Evolution of Mind; An Anthropological Ap~
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Serving
2 Fingers Tequila
50¢ Shots
$1 Tequila Sunrises

• Publisher of Marvel Comics
• Creator of the legendary characters such
Spidet"Man, The Hulk, The Fantastic Four &
many others
•. Author ol' ''Origins of Marvel Comics"

as

Topic: Comic Books
and the World About Us
Nov. 4 · 8 p.m. SUB Ballroom
Tickets at: SUB Box Office
The General Store - Both Locations
At door night Qf lecture
Admission:
General Public SLOO UNM Students

Then
Get With The Funk Sounds Of

.·

Enjoy
Okie's

Okie's

•
/
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Daily LOBO
0

The amendments and proposals on the
ballot
often are overlooked because radio,
o
8t.) TV, billboard, and door-to-door campaigning
~ are not often used to increase voter
:E awareness.
:;::
"'
We urge our reader not to overlook these
Z: amendments however, because they can be
.f' around for a lot longer than the men running
~ for offices.
J..
The LOBO does not support Amendment
1. This amendment would remove limitations
on the number of two-year terms county officials may serve. We'feel these limitations
are good b.ecause they do not allow
monopolization of offices.
We support, with reservation, Amendment 2 which would allow two consecutive
four-year terms for the state executive offices. Our reservation is that this amendment
would effect pe~sons currently holding these
positions. We urge our readers to vote for
this amendment, but remember this when it
is time to vote against Gov. Jerry Apodaca.
Apodaca's role in this whole matter is con-.
tradictory and self-serving, but the con·
secutive terms are more important than the
off-chance that he would be reelected.
Amendment 3 would authorize the
legislature to exempt from property taxation
certain interests in property when the
property is owned by a tax-exempt entity.
We oppose passage of this amendment
because as it is now written it is ambiguous.
We oppose Amendment 4 because it
would take the voters out of the selection
process of members of the State Board of
Education and givathis power to the governor.
The LOBO supports. Amendment 5
because it will increase the number of county commissioners in certain counties to five
and will make these commissioners elected
from districts rather than elected at-large.

~
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Editor:
Once again tha LOBO staff has
failed to represent the intarasts of
the UNM students. As students.
who hava worked with Sen. Tom
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Editor:
Voting dafinitely makes a diffar(!ncel
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Nov.17 & 18

VOTING.

Interviewing Seniors &
Grads In The Placement
Office: Mesa Vista Hall

I

Information Tabla:
Studant Union

We support Amendment 7 which would
constitutionally limit the number of
legislators to the-present level. We feel when
the time is right to increase the numbers, it
should be done with the consideration
brought about by a constitutional" amendment.

Fino flii'Rituro

AlbnCFIOl'CfUO. Now Moxtoo.8Tl00

(505)266·&nl

Act.
' We also support the BCMC tax levy and
the BCMHC tax levy. Both these tax levies
will continue the amount of-mil levy we
presently pay.

Senators Agree: Participation Important
Editor:
In response to Bill Rainbolt's
Jetter concarning his requast
that the LOBO publish the track
records of ASUNM Sanators

We endorse Gerald Ford for the presidency.
We decline to endorse a candidate for the
U.S. Senate.
We support Manuel Lujan for U.S.
Representative.
For State Corporation Commissioner we
support Jimmie Glenn.
Ira Robinson is our choice for District At-.
torney.
We support Richard Klein for County
Sheriff.
·
We endorse Lenton Malry (District 18) and
Dan Lyon (District 11) for the state House of
Representatives •.
We support Kelly Crawford for State
Senator, District 16,
We endorse Robert Hawk for County
Commissioner, District 3.

wi.shing to be ra-elactad wa
wish to add that ratu;ning
hopefuls not ba singled out. Wa
see a naed for the publication of
each sanator's attendance,

~senate

Refuses Again
To .Act On Marijuana'

Rutherford in the past to get
Sen. Rutherford was very helpful
legislation for UNM, we were with ASUNM's lobby Committee's
shocked at the LOBO's failure to work to get money for the dental
endorse Sen. Rutherford yester- ·hygiene building; Sen. Rutherford
day.
helped get more equitable state
funding for UNM; San. Rutherford
has introduced 18 and 19-yaar-old
drinking legislation on our behalf
every year he has been in the
Senate.
Tom Rutherford has strongly
supported UNM for four years. We
make tha outcome of the election a ask all students in Senate District
near-disaster. Let us all vote for the 16 to repay him by voting for Tom
man we balieve will do the job and Rutherford today.
do it well. In this way we will find
out who all American people want
Phil Gursky, Chairman, 1975-76
in office and not .just what part of
ASUNM Lobby Committaa
us want.

Editor:
The LOBO ·staff in yesterday's
endorsements has once again
failed to represent tha interests of
UNM faculty and staff. UNM
doesn't have a better friend in the
state legislature than Tom Rutherford.

State Sen. Tom Rutherford has
voted consistently for education at
every level: primary, secondary, undergraduate and graduate. He
helped bring UNM's total state appropriation back up to the
minimum acceptable level last year,
Melanie Kenderdine;Member, after several attempts to cut it. He
1975-76 ASUNM Lobby Committee and tha BCMC representative
Margaret Moses, 1974-75 ASUNM saved· tha out-of-county indigent
Lobby Committee fund, intended to exempt the Bernalillo County taxpayer from paying
Bo[?,Miller for non-Bernalillo County medically
Paula T~ckett indigent. He introduced and passed
David Montague, 1975-76 ASUNM the bill to fund the Children's
Senator Psychiatric Unit. He has worked for

by Garry Trudeau
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This page is open to the Umversity community for expressions
they have to make. Any tf10ughts
the LOBO readers have in the way
of opinions, gripes or compliments
may be turned in for publication.

paragraphs are more readable.
There is a 250-word limit on, letters
to be printed and letters should
include the writer's name, phone
number and address. Opinions follow the same

Ttie one hard and fast rule for
submissions for this page is that the
letter or opinion be signed. If there
is some very good reason why a letter should be printed without a
name, the writer must discuss the
matter with the editor.
Short
letters
wrth
short

guidelines as letters, except that
there is no maximum word limit,
however the writer should keep in
mi(ld that the shorter an opinion,
the more widely read it is.
Both letters and opinions .are
subject to editing for length and
possibly libelous content.
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News Editor
Josaph Donnelly .
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UNCLE NASTY'S

Advertising' Managar
Harry Chapman

Asst. News Editor

Copy Editur

David. M. Flynn -

Karan Moses

Wa, the undarsignad, feal
that our senata dutias are very
important. It is important that
the votars hava tha information
nacassary to make intelligent
choicas
concarning
thair
stud ant reprasentativas.

GENERAL.

PARTS

SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR

Toyota • Datsun
Porsche·- VW
Complete Volkswagon Machine Shop

COPIES

Channel5, KNME, in obtaining funding and is a member of the Governor's Commission for Public Broadcasting. He strongly supports the
Equal Rights Amendment and
Collective Bargaining for Public
Employees.
If anyone deserves your vote
today, it is Tom Rutherford, incumbent Democrat from District
16.
Thomas S. McConnell
Linda Estes
Alan Reed
Dorothy I. Cline
William M. Dabney
Edwin C. Hoyt
William J. Byatt
Robert H. Lawrence
Shirley L. Guthrie
Fred M. Chreist, Jr.
Charles Biebel
Robert U. Anderson
David Hamilton
Melissa Noland
Chris Garcia
Jean Frakes
Virginia Spatz
Sharon O'Brien
Jim Arnholz
Karolyn Arnholz
Albert E. Utton
Bea Bevell
AI Stotts

monday-Saturday, 7- 9

Mana~in9

voting and participation racords
(i.a. IEigisla_tion introducad) both
on tha sanate floor and in committee assignmants.

Editor:
Onca again the ASUNM Sanata has refused to act upon the
dacriminalization of marijuana, this time dua Jargaly to the efforts of
a frustrated (and frustrating) minority. While it is trua that the bill
Wa wish to thank Mr. Rainneeded diffarant wording, Sturgis (nevar has one woman baan bolt for his concarn ragarding
quotad so many timas by so many who knew so little) allows for this matter and wa welcome
friandly amendmants. Tha bill should have bean passed.
this typa of studant input into
Unfortunately, the opponants of tha bill rasortad to tha govarnmant.
somewhat unathical practica of demanding a roll call for quorum,
: and than walking out at the Oct. 20 maating.
.
Thesa watchdogs oi,UNM.morality Giaimed·thay wantad to call
San. Tad Howington
witnassas, and witnasses ware not available on that particular night
San. David Rupp
at tha circus. Tha rasult is considaration of tha marijuana
San. Staphan Shriver
decriminalization bill on Nov. 3.
Naw Mexico NORML will ba at that meating, and will match
Sanators Knight and Howington witness for witness, intarastad
studant for interasted studant, testimony for tastimony.
All students intarestad in saaing tha senate as a Jagitimata forum
for lagislation rathar than a faw chortlas among tha yawns should
try to attand the maeting tomorrow night, room 250. And I would
suggest that Howington gat his shit togather long anough to speak
sanaly and coharantly on tha subject.
J. Taylor Edwards

LOBO Endorsement:
Faculty, Staff Respond
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We urge voters to approve the State
Educational Institutional Improvement Bond

Today, many of us will wake up
and realize that it is Nov. 2, alection
day, and will vota. Others of us will
just ignore partially or totally the
essence of voting. It is a great .
Edmund Burke had an idea that
privilege and right that we, the seems to be appropriate for today:
American people, have in choosing
"All that is necessary for
our leaders and we should exercise
The forces of evil to win
thisd!Jly. ·
The world is for enough
Many of us beliave that our one
Good men to do nothing.''
little vote will make no difference-a difference that could
Dennis J. Gabaldon
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Many Of Us WiU Vote:
Good Men Versus· Evil'
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Shock: Students React to Endorsement

1

Peace Corps
Vista
On Campus

IN ACTIVITI~S WHICH

We support Amendment6 because it will
establish a permanent trust fund for
revenues from the severBnce tax on natural
resources. New Mexico has a limited amount
of natural resources and we feel the state
should be especially conservative with .
whatever gains can be made from these
resources.

Bustin' For A
Challang7
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2935 Monte \Tista NE 265-3681

2818 Central S.E.

10% Discount With This Ad
ti~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
265-3435

GOLDEN FRIED
CHI.CKEN

SPECIAL COUPON·
OFFER!
2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT YALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:
5931 CENTRAL NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00AMTO 11:00 PM
FRI. & SAT.

WITH THIS COUPON

"A Good Place To Make Friends"

REDEEM AT 1830 LOMAS, AT YALE
EXPIRES Nov. 22 1976
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'TQming of ·the Shrew'
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~Tuesday's Sp~cial ';

1.6'

Vegetables Tempura
W/Sweet & Sour Sauce
And French Fries
Country Omelet W/Toast
Chopped Ham & Fries
umo<Luc>

& Peppers~

By Joel White
Opening nights for the repertory
season at Rodey Theatre will be
rounded out this Wednesday when
the UNM Department of Theatre
Arts
presents
William
Shakespeare's The Taming of the
Shrew.
Directed by Robert Hartung, the
department's production of one of
Shakespeare's most popular plays
will be performed in the style of
17th-century Italian Commedia
dell' arte.
. ,Durin& this era of commedia
theatre, troupes of player$ would
roam the countryside performing
from the wagons they traveled in.
Their dress and style were distinctive of the period.
James Bakkom, in designing the

sets and costumes, used the
printmaker Callot as his source.
The sets, which are essentially giant
props, consist of three wagons, a
Lord's litter chair and a horse. The
three wagons also become playing
stages.
Shrew, which will be repeated
Nov. 9, 10, 13 and 20, utilizes
costumes which are closely
authentic down to the undergarments worn by the commedla
players.
"The need for costume authenticity is not only for the enjoyment
of the audience," Bakkom said,
"but it encourages the characterizations created by the actors.''
Gail Bakkom, who coordinated
the construction of the costumes,
displayed a steel-enforced corset
which will be worn by one of the
actresses.
Period music has also been
reworked for the play. Robert
Shlaer, master musician, has
adapted early baroque pieces including ballads, popular tunes and
dance music. Period instruments
(recorders, baroque guitar, lute and
percussions) will be played by the
musicians during the production.
The Taming of the Shrew is actually two plays within a play.

The Mexican Carry Out Kitchen
Invites All Our Friends To Our
Our New Location Right Across The Street From
Our Old One, With Lots Of Parking!
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Happy .
Birthday

I

Louise Beck
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the Rathskeller Gang
of
Phi Sigma Tau
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The Cultural Program Committee
of the Associated Students UNM

Popejoy Hall
Present

costume designs of James
Bakkom," Hartung said. "I think
we have succeeded in presenting a
closely authentic version of this
commedia style of theatre."
Ticket reservations and information may, be obtained by
contacting the Fine Arts Box office
at 277-4402. Curtain time is at 8
p.m.

Part of the reason for the Lobo quarterback's ineffectiveness on Saturday may have been
the hitting of the Aggies. Here, C.J. Jones (no. 9) gets racked up.

.~
~

see this remarkable performance. His reviews across the nati<;m,- wherever
he has performed, have been superlative.
. Tickets Available now at :Popejoy Hall Box Office 277·3121
Adults $7 .00, 6.00, 5 .00, 4.00, 3.00
UNM'Stqdents, Faculty & Staff V2 .Price
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Front door-off strMt parking
call 243-2841 for informl1ion
1712 LOMASN.E. (AT UNIVERSITY AVE.)
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II Don't Understand It'
By Tim Gall~gher

"I don't understand it," UNM football coach Bill

Mandt kept repeating at his weekly press luncheon
Monday.
"It's really hard for me to explain. We weren't
accurate throwing the ball or kicking field goals,"
Mandt said in reference to the La bas' 16-7 loss to the
New Mexico State Aggies Saturday. It was probably
the toughest loss for Mandt during his three-year
tenure as head coach.
The coach said, "We didn't block well and New
Mexico State was committing itself to the run so we
tried to pass. We just weren't throwing the ball·
straight. Quarterbacks Noel Mazzone and C.J. Jones
were both overthrowing the receivers. T.he receivers
were running the right routes and they were open. The
quarterbacks just weren't getting the ball to them." .
Mazzone was ineffective as he either overthrew h1s
receivers when they were covered, or underthrew them
when they were open. Questioned about a possible
injury sustained by Mazzone, Mandt said, "I don't
want to be the one to announce that he's hurt. But
yeah, there was something wrong with him." Mandt
did not elaborate.
Mandt was also puzzled by the underwhelming
performance turned in by C.J. Jones who replaced
Mazzone in the third quarter. "Clarence is a fine
passer," Mandt said. "I've seen him throw better than
that in practice."
The Lobos scored on a pass from Jones to fullback
Mike Williams who ran over and under a few Aggies.

Aztec Twg-Step's second RCA release is in my mind the best effort of
their still-young recording career. They seem to improve with each album.
Rex Fowler and Neal Shulman are following in the footsteps of some of
the great New York City poet-dreamers like Michael Camen, Cashman
and West and Simon and Garfunkel. This time they approach that ideal
with an album that is intimate yet in some areas powerful. The strong
melodies and subtle harmonies reinforce these strong emotional vibes. A
full six of the 11 cuts on the album deal with those good-'old-days of fast
cars, apple wine, and behind-the-barn sex. Much of the deserved credit of
this album should' go to producer Mark Abramson who has produced
much of Judy Collins' work.
"Dance" (side 1, cut 1) will make you do just that. The horn section in
here is just fantastic and upswelling. The next song, "Finding Somebody
New," is quite hard to describe, but it seems to be a combination of the
vocal and lyrical style of Davi'a Bowie, the congas and Latin percussion
typical of the Waiters, and the easy flowing flute of Jim Rothermel. Quite
a strange combination but nevertheless a successful song. The best tune on
the album is the third cut on that .side. It starts off with real dreamy music
and the singer reminiscing about an old flame and how he ran into her
. again 11 years later-a typical married housewife. Then a subtle change in
tone and another voice sings,
Hey man what time is it
You know we've got to gel there by jive
So come out ojyourdreams
And kick this machine into overdrive.A blazing, powerful guitar solo ensues.
With the exception of one other song, "Whiskey Man" (side 2, cut 3),
which has beautiful harmonies, the remainder of the songs, although still
good, don't-meet the standards of these four excellent tunes.
The only flaw I can find in this effort is that, although the lyrics are
strong and well-written in all cases, in some songs the music should have
deserved a bit more attention. It gets a bit monotonous and dull on some
songs. This is especially true on "Isn't Sweet to Think So" (side I, cut 4),
"Penthouse" (side 2, cut 2), and "You've Got a Way" (side 2, cut 4).
'Two's Company will be on my list of the top 15 albums of 1976.

en route to a 54-yard touchdown. On the Lobos' next
possession, Tailback Smokey Turman fumbled a pitch
from Jones and the Aggies recovered and kicked a
field goal. "Up until that point, I thought we were still
going to win the game," said Mandt.
Four field-goal attempt misses by Lobo placekicker
Jim Haynes also mystified Mandt. "I've never seen
him (Haynes) miss three or four in a row like that,"
said Mandt.
Mandt said the Lobos would work on passing in
practice this week. "We've got to get our confidence
back because I'm sure our opponents will be wondering what happened. But I never saw anything like
that (Saturday night's game) - never in a game never in practice."
The Lobos travel to Salt Lake this Saturday to play
Utah in a Western Athletic Conference game that is
about as unimportant to the race as the WyomingArizona tilt is crucial.
Mandt said Utah was very similar to last year's
UNM squad. "They like to throw short a lot and have
real good receivers.
"Their defense hasn't had real great success, but the
other team has had the ball a lot," Mandt said.
The Utes are 1-6 overall, their only win coming over
UTEP.
Last weekend's action threw the WAC into an
uproar. BYU beat Arizona State 43-21, Colorado
State upset Wyoming 19-16, and Arizona beat Utah
38-35.

Lobo Stickers Drop Three of Four
The UNM field hockey team
suffered through its worst tourmunent in two years while in Provo,
Utah last Friday and Saturday bY'
losing three of four games.
The stickers dropped a 4-3 contest
to Boise State in their opening
match of the Brigham Young
University Tournament. Amy
Rivera, Dana Miller and Sally
·Broyles scored for the Lob as.
BYU gained revenge from an
early-season loss to the 'Pack with a
1-0 win. UNM coach Bev Quinlan

said the Lobo front line did not
play well, but the defense was
tough. UNM had beaten BYU last
month in Albuquerque at the UNM
field hockey fiesta.
.

2-1 decision over Wyoming.
Lobos trailed at halftime,
second-half goals by Broyles
Margaret Gonzales provided
cJ •
margin of victory.

!'The Lobos then lost to Arizona by
a 3-2 margin in a game which ·
featured a wild second half. All five
goals were scored during the latter
half an·d Broyles got both of
UNM's.

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses
at reasonable cost
Casey Optical Co.
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Fine Clothing For Men And Women

Formerly Vogue Cleaners
Under New Management and Owner
Permanent
Students

(Next dootto Csssy Rsx11/ Drug)

Lomas at Washington ,255-8329

UNM finally gained a win with a'
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1425 Central NE
Albuquerque N.M. 842·626L
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Faculty

On all Dry Cleaning, with valid UNM ID
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Democrat

13 Year Resident of District 27
1967 Graduate of Sandia High School
Graduated with Honors from UNM, 1972
3rd year Law Student at UNM
,
Proprietor of the John Russo Talent Agency
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~s" m~nager- of Popejoy Hall, I cannot resist the temptation to urge you to

Open Saturday
and Sunday for your convenience!

Mandt Says of Lobo Loss

=

A ciown·, A musician, A mime, 'An actor, An impersonator
· A personality, The like of which you've never seen.

z

Photo by Wendell T. Hunt

Aztec Two-Step/Two's Company/RCA/APLJ-/497
Record Review by Dana Peterson

Dcmocr!llS

I

Petruchio's "taming" of the
shrewish Katharina and Bianca's
romantic intrigue with her many
suitors are the two themes set
within a larger plot.
fracey Conway and James
Carpenter portray Katharina and
Petruchio respectively with Patricia
Springer as Bianca.
"We :were inspired by the set and

Aztec Two-Step Almost
Reaches ·Their Stride

pnld for
byUNM
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The name of the poet who
contributed the poem entitled
"Ode to Duckpond" in the
Homecoming Issue of the Daily
LOBO was inadvertently omitted. The poem should have
carried the name Warren Smith.
Sorry, Warren.

....__ _,

By Gino Brazil
To put it mildly, it was a bad weekend for the Lobos.
The UNM women's volleyball team returned home after suffering
through three conference losses in Arizona.
The Lobos lost to University of Arizona (15·8, 15-12), Arizona State
(15-4, 15-6), and Northern Arizona (15-6, 15-12).
Coach Kathy Marpe, disappointed in the play of the La bas, said, "We
just didn't do what had to be done. The girls played poorly. They accepted
defeat before they ever stepped on the court."
Marpe said the girls had trouble bumping the ball to the center. "Our
bumps have been hurting us all season,'' she said.
"We didn't put out an overall team effort. The individual skills and
good plays were there, but the team effort wasn't," said Marpe. ''It was
like the football game Saturday night. We knew what we had to do, but we
just couldn't execute,"
The Lobes, despite their lowly record, still have a berth in the regional
tournament (Nov. 19-20) since UNM will be hosting the tourney .
Overall, the Lobos are now 4-17.
UNM travels to Portales, N.M. this coming weekend for a nonconference battle against Eastern New Mexico University.
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Three More Loop
Losses for Spikers

For Sale
Men's Formal Wear From 24.95
Evening Gowns From 25.00
Wedding Gowns From 75.00
Open Friday Nights Until 9

All The Latest In Formal Fashions
7:30-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8-5 p.m. Sat.

3014 Central SE

268-5787
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1. PERSONALS
CAST A VOTE for humanity: vote Peter Camejo,
Socialist Workers Party. lli'2
DON'T VOTE FOR Rockefeller's Council on
Foreign Relations stooges Carter-Ford; vote Tom
Anderson American Party. 11/2
TRAVELLER IS AT Ned's EI Portal. 4200 C entraI
Avenue NE. 11/15
'
HISTORY DEPARTMENT'S COURSE descriptions
outline is available at Mesa Vista Hall Room.ll04.
11/5
CHANGE-elect
LEADERS
FOR
A
Carter/Mandate '76. 11/2
JIMMY CARTER AND a Democratic administration are pledged to bring about the changes we
need! IJ/2
FOR AMERICA'S THIRD century:. Why not the

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, DEB!. Lita. ll/2
$45.00 in gift certificates given away this week to
Lobo football contest winners, Check today's LOBO ALOHA CHEATER, BANANA, and Frog! Luv
for winning names & to enter this week's contest, ~y~o:::u:.:..l_.:..l:_ci/-=2-----------11/2
CARTER/MONDALE CONCERNED and responATTENTION CAREER MINDED students. Carter sibiewit)\the.needsofall. !!/~ ·
stands for zero unemployment. Vote Carter on Tues- MANDATORY MEETING FOR all those running
day. ll/2
for Senate, Rm 231-D, SUB, 8:00p.m.' Thursday,
Nov. 4, 11/4
VOTE I VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! For Jimmy Carter -:-:-:--:-:-::c-:::""=::-:-,..,.,.,,--------November 2. Leaqership for a change, vote Demo- ROOMMATE WANTED TO share l-bedroom apt.,
craticl 11/2
$75 plus utilities. Call Ferdinand evenings, 268AGORA! WHEN YOU need someone to listen- ..,76...,7_5_.-1=1.,..12_ _ _-=-"'====.,...,---=---we'll be here. Call us. 277-3013. IllS
ELECT A UNM student to the House of Representatives! Vote for John Russo, an advocate of the public
interest, Paid for by the Russo Campaign Committee,
Judd Conway, Treasurer, 11/2
CARTER '76, Democratic leadership and sensitive
direction-Joe. 11/2

'""fi.DAY'S CIDSSWDID PVZZLB
uACROSS
N 1TE D F ea tu r e S yn d i c a te r=-::=r;;. _;;:.,'::T;',-;:-r.~
51 Ragtime
1 Human
trunk part
6 Continent
10 Directed
14 Take place.
subs.equently
15 .Lodg1n 9
houses
16 Grapelike
17 Warning
sounds
18 Grain for
brewing
19 E. Indian
prince
20 Desserts
22 Atlanta
resident
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2.

BUICK 1968 SKYLARK, Good condition, Phone
266-3516 after 5 p.m. I 1/8
COLOR TV. COLOR & tint controls, big screen.
Assume payments of $7 per month. New warranty,
255-7$35. 11/8
1972 VEGA. Great Carl Only 32,000 miles, $1,300.
Evenings, 266·3936. 11/4

LOST&FOUND

1974 YAMAHA ENDURO, 2SOcc, 4000 miles. Ex·
cellent condition, $500, 266-9196 after 6:00 p.m.
ll/4

LOST: PAIR OF rd. wht, l:>llc ski gloves, Sentimental
value, irreplaceable. Reward offered. 256-7958,

CLOSE-OUT FAMOUS brand 12V CD electronic
ignition $37,95. Regularly $54,95, 268-5490. Electronic Ignition Sales, I 1/3

II /3:::::-=:-:.,.--::-:c--::--c---::-:------~
LOST: TINY GOLD ring w/blue flowers. Sentimental value, 843-7189, ll/3

TURN ON TO stereo tuners: Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood, Yamaha. Jensen 24" tower speakers; Will
sacrifice equity. Ask for Ben or Jack. 255-7534,
11/2

LOST: LAROE, MALE, nant!lcket bay retriever.
Golden red !-year-old. 277-5561, 843-9527. 11/3
LOST: SMALL BLACK pocketbook containing important IDs, Reward. ID number 585-04-4226, D.
Martinez. Call 277-fJ273. 11/2

3.

1967 OHIA: AM·FM, S-track, rebuilt engine,
$400. 842-6'753' 11/2
NECCHI SEWING MACHINE, buttonholes, blind
hems, fancy designs, with<!ut attachments.
Regularly $109.50, only $27.80. 255-75~5. 11/2

SERVICES

EXPERIMENTAL WOMEN's THEATER Classexplore. 10 sessions $30. Last week to register, 265.
3012. 11/S

NEW COLOR TV. Big screen, solid state. New 10year warr11nty. Assume payments of$7 .oo·per month.
255-7535. I 1/2

"FREE! FREE! FREE! Outdoor portrait, Sx7 doubleweight. Absolutely no strings attached! UNM
students, faculty, staff or immediate family (ID
required). Sunday, November 7', 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Come to: A-Photographer, 1717 Qirard Blvd NE,
just north of lndil\n School Road, opposite the Albuquerque Tennis Club; Dogs, Cats, Pets welcome.
11/5

rootstock
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members
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67 Tears

1973 HONDA 750-4 16,000 miles. Good condition.
$1,100.00. 881-9296after5:30p.m, I 1/2
PLANT LAYOFF has forced us to repossess. new
I 977 Kirby. Take over payments $7.47 a month. New
warranty. 255-7534. 11/2
1974 PLYMOUTH DUSTER 360-$1900; 1973 Ford
Pinto R.unabout·$1400; 1972 Ford Pinto-$1050; 1911
Chevrolet Station Wagon-$1300. Parking lot vacuum
and trailer $1200. For further information contact:
Citlzen~s Bank of Albuquerque, 298-8777. 11/2

FAST ACCURATE TYPING-editing. Re..Sonable.
266-3953. 11/ll
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BOOTS: VASQUE HIKER 11, size 11, $35.00.
--~·- - .842-9046. ll/4
STEREOS, AMPEX CASSETTE~, 8-tracks, reel
to reels. Marrantz still in boxes, 255·7534. 1118

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, ampll·
fiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10"/o discount for students with !D's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale, 11118

KIKBY'S $62.50. New 10-year warranty. 2557534. 11/2
BICYCLES: WE HA VB the lightest weight for the
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's.
843-9378. tfn

PAINTING INTERIOR EXTERIOR free. For
estimates, call evenings, 898.0810. 11/4

BUY I GET 1 .FREE. Monday thru Saturday 7-9,
Uncle Nasty's. 12/3

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is ~ block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service, tfn

GUITAR, STEREO, HIKING boots, ethnic clothing.
Free kitten. 268-1858. 11/5

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM, Call 2652444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn

MlDLI\ND 13·873 SSB CB radio. 69 channels, 12
watts, base station. 842-1099 evenings. ll/2
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS OUTLINE is available
at Mesa VIsta Hall Room I 104. 11/4

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Pro·
fessional Educations of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn
LEARN MAGIC, MIME, juggling, fire eating,
clowning with Michael Anthony. 842-1080. 11/5
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE. 292·1285.

•

1115
PIANO TEACHER-reasonable
Suzanne, 277-fJI83. ll/5

rates.

FOR RENT

APARTMENT !h mile from campus. Utilities paid,
furnished, Only $110/month. 266.0235 after 8:00
p.m. 11/8
COUPLE (PAIR) WANTED to share 2-br hou~e
near campus. Nt~n·smokers, n9 pets. $100/mo. Utd·
ides included. 256-3487. 11/3
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share hou~e. $90/mo.
includes utilities. Deposit. Call John or Phyllis. 247·
1921. 11/3
HOUSE ~0 SHARE-Winrock area. Private bed·
room, usc of living area, laundry room, fully fur·
nished. Call296-1444. 11/4
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO share 3-bedroom house.
. 266-9740. 11/2

6.

EMPL'OYMENT

TYPIST/PRQOFREADER WANTED for New
Mexico Daily LOBO, Ht~urs 8:00p.m. to midnight.
Pay $2,50 per hour. Male preferred-because job will
require midnight delivery to printer on Second Street.
Freshmen or sophomores encouraged to apply. 2774002 a.m. to S:OO p.m. tfn
INTERVIEWERS, PART-TIME WORK. Opinio.n
Research, No soliciting, No selling, we train. Flexible hours. Apply in person 10-4, 251 Wyoming NE,
. Marketing Services of New Mexico. 11/4
OVERSEAS JOBS-SUMMER/year-round, Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields.
• $500-$1200 monthly. Expen~es paid, sightseeing. Free
information. Write: International Job Center,
Department NB, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.

11115
WE ARE LOOKING for an NBA graduate of UNM
to be operation manager. Salary .$10-12,000. Send
resume to box 3865, Albuquerque 87110. 11/2
PART-TIME JOB. Graduate students only, Must be
over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees for
day work. Also have positions for Friday and Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No phone calls,
please, Save Way Liquor Stores, 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE. 11/12
WORK THREE EVENINGS AND Saturdays $400
monthly. Call 881-4585 3:00-5:00 p.m. only! I 1/2
EXCITING, PROFITABLE, PT work, Requires
gumption, initiative. 5-7 p.m., 255-1353 to schedule
interview, ll/3

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

MARGUERITE-SURE, COME by and help us walt
fortheelection results! 11/2

Ladies Headquarters

Call

4. - FOR ·sALE
1972 DATSUN-SIU. TWU aoor, Hpeed, AM·FM
radio, n~w tires. Excellent condition. $1,750. 881·
1713 after S. 11/8
1970 CHEVELLE 4-DR 6-cyl, well-cared for. Phone
266-2320. ll/2
65 NOVA: REBUiLT ENGINE, new, 3·spced,
automatic, AM-FM, tape deck. 265-0194. ll/3
CLOSING OUT-ALL new 1977 equipment.
Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood, Jenscns 15-50 per cent
off. While they last. 255-7535. ll/8
FISCHER STEEL SKIS w/bindlngs-new. Step-in
type, $60 firm. 266-0354. 11/8

~-

5.

SINGER SEWING MACHINE. Left in layaway,
not claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag. Pay
'$19andtakemachine, 255-7535. ll/8

FREE LADIES
DRINKS

8pm
to
9pm

Tuesday
thru
Saturday

Your Entertainment Headquarters
>Featuring Barnaby All Week

DUE TO DIVORCE brand new .1977 Kirby. Assume
payments of $7.47 a month. New warranty. 255-7534.
1118
NORDICA SKIBOOTS, IO!h, used once, $25. 843·
6078. 11/3
HANOOLIDER: ICARUS II biplane with extra
ribs and .fabric, strong construction. After 5:00,
881-1859. Jl/3
PRIDE MOTORS NOW open Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30.
Offers complete, competent service of aU imports.
Specializing in sports and touring autos. 256-1763.
11/10
TECHNicS TURNTABLE SALE: all models, ex·
ampleSL-1300, $243.00. Kent, 268.0333. H/3
BRAND NEW TAKARA bicycle. After 5:00, 242·
0607. IllS
RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selec·
tion, sood people, L P Ooodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's). tfn
CONTACTS? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
8736.TFN

esa

4310 Central SE

266-7756

hieana

'UNM Chicano .Graduate Students End.orse

Senator Joe . MQntoya
Seniority Is Important

Educ~tion

Sen Montoya holds ranking position in the Joint committee, 'Public Works Committee The Appropriations
.
Committee; These Committes are vital to the future of
New Mexico.
'

'

Is Important

• 24,000 of 49,000students in New Mexico receive some forms of direct federal
assistance.
.
• 10,400 of 20,500 students at the University of New Mexico receive federal assistance
• 20.6 percent of the cost of education in New Mexico is paid for with federal dollars.
This is. almost 3 times the National average of 7-6, percent

Sen. Joe Montoya Has Made Tllis Po~sible
Vot~

Senator Joe Montoya-''Wben He Wins, We Win''

